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Shooting Hong Kong

Working in the Film Services Office of the Television

and Entertainment Licensing Authority, Camy Mak is

responsible for the coordination of film services.  As a

support to the movie industry, the Office was set up in

April 1998 to facilitate film shooting in Hong Kong.

Her most unforgettable working experience, so far

relates to Rush Hour 2, a Hollywood production

featuring Hong Kong footage.  Although the Hong Kong

segment took only three weeks to shoot, she felt elated at

having the chance to see for herself how a Hollywood film

was made.  Ms Mak said the related liaison and

coordination work had started as early as six months

before shooting.  During that period, she had to deal with

many different government departments to make sure the

necessary arrangements were in place.  For example, to

construct a scene of the US Consulate General, approval

had to be obtained from various departments to erect false

walls outside the Tsim Sha Tsui Police Station, and the

liaison work was really a challenge.

In Ms Mak’s opinion, Hong Kong has the advantage of

a well-developed transport infrastructure and a movie

industry abundant in advanced equipment and talent

comparable to that of Hollywood.  She wants to see more
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Flying doctors

To provide medical services for people living in

remote areas, doctors from the Department of Health

take helicopter flights fortnightly to remote places like

local films being shot in Hong Kong and more foreign

films choosing Hong Kong as a location.  Through these

films, Hong Kong, a unique place embracing both eastern

and western style scenes, will be better known

internationally, enhancing Hong Kong’s image and

tourism.  She said that after the special effects were edited

into the scenes shot in Hong Kong, she had a totally

different feeling about the movie.  “Having witnessed the

shooting, I experienced vicarious pleasure when watching

Rush Hour 2 in the cinema”

For Ms Mak, work is entertainment and entertainment

is work.

Lai Chi Wo in Sai Kung, which are inaccessible by

conventional transport.  These medical officers, known

as the flying doctors, include Karen Yeung.  She said

Camy Mak at the ‘Locations 2000 Global Expo’ organised by the
Association of Film Commissioners International in Los Angeles.
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Festive days in MTR stations

Probably unnoticed, police officers in plainclothes

are mixing with the crowds in MTR stations everyday to

maintain law and order.  Leung Kam-kee of the MTR Task

Force said that Hong Kong’s MTR stations had better

lighting and fewer dark corners than the subways overseas,

such as London.  “The crime rate in our subway is among

the lowest in the world,” he said.

Sergeant Leung recalled that some 10 years ago,

pickpocketing was mainly operated by gangs with active

participation by foreigners.  Indecent assaults were quite

brazen with the perpetrators trying to make it look just

like cuddling between lovers.  In contrast, offenders today

are mostly locals, usually acting alone and carrying a

knapsack for cover up.

Noting that normal passengers generally hurry into and

out of the train instead of wandering around on the

platform, Sergeant Leung and his team members

will follow or question suspicious characters as a

preventive measure.

most of the village patients suffered from chronic

diseases.  Living close to nature, the villagers are all very

hospitable and pleasant.  “Seeing them is like meeting

old friends.”

One hot summer’s day, she and other members of

the  medica l  t eam were  soaked  through wi th

perspiration after a long walk from the helicopter to

the village.  She was deeply touched when a villager

kindly served them iced soya bean milk.  On another

occasion, they were stranded when their helicopter broke

down.  Vil lagers came to their rescue and did

everything possible to take them to the nearest point

where they could reach the urban area.  Dr Yeung can

be seen working almost anywhere — by the doorway of

a village house, on the open ground in front of a village

store, inside a temple and even by the roadside.

Major festivals invariably see heavier flows of passengers,

which heighten the crime rates.  The Task Force members

are therefore required to remain on duty on these days,

spending the festivals together with the public.  For many

years, Sergeant Leung has had to celebrate the festivals in

advance with his family.  Thanks to their understanding

and support, he can continue to dedicate himself to

serving the community during these occasions.

Karen Yeung at the Tung Chung Health Centre.

A caring Leung Kam-kee at work.

Outdoor consultations are nothing like working in a

normal clinic.  But she does not see it as a hard job.  On

the contrary, it is a special experience.  For Dr Yeung,

working in the rural areas is like going on outings and

visiting friends.  She particularly enjoys the moments

when her service is reciprocated with the assistance from

the villagers.
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